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Ice Age warrior Braldt the Hunter is captured and sold into slavery while
searching for a healing crystal, and is forced to fight against creatures from other
worlds in an intergalactic coliseum called Arena.
Busy Bee was in a state of shock as the realization of how privileged she was
and how little she had paid attention to the plight of her clan. The new leader,
Grey Fox Running had requested that everyone, of the clan households display
the food that they had available. Her father a lead hunter of the Elk Clan had
more food than many families, but it was small. The families joining the Elk clan
had more. A girl, named Quiet Rabbit and her grandmother had at least twice as
much. Grey Fox Running, his mate, and their son Taelo had even more. The new
lead hunter, Red Oak had the same amount. She watched in amazement as they
redistributed the food, so each family had the same amount. She felt ashamed
for not having been aware of the plight of the clan that was her home. She
resolved to be more connected and to contribute to the effort to ensure that the
clan would survive the coming cold period. She and her friend Talking Wren were
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soon friends with Quiet Rabbit. Busy Bee decided that her new friends name
should be Action Rabbit for her ability to see what was needed and doing it. She
made sure to include her circle of friends. When the three of them decided they
should learn to become good hunters, it was Quiet Rabbit that got Taelo and
Golden Hawk to teach them. It was clear to her that Quiet Rabbit had her eyes on
Taelo. She was pleased that Golden Hawk, Taelo's cousin seemed to be
available and pleasant to be around. When Taelo and Golden Hawk were late in
returning from a hunt and she heard White Swan insisting that the Clan stop and
wait their return, she became concerned. The two returned with an elk and the
hides of two giant dire wolves. She was relieved and helped pull the loaded
travois into camp. White Swan proposed that she volunteer to be one of the
female hunters to go on a long hunt. She immediately jumped at the chance to
hunt with Taelo and Golden Hawk. On the way to the hunting area, in a race to
determine who would hunt with Taelo and Golden Hawk, she was out run by
Quiet Rabbit, and it seemed that Talking Wren would also beat her. She knew
she had to be second if she were to hunt with Golden Hawk. She knew she
would never catch Quiet Rabbit, so she put her heart into finishing second. This
gave her the opportunity to be Golden Hawk's hunting partner. She did not know
it at the time, but it would be a partner she would have for life. Later, after their
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return from the long hunt, she sat next to Golden Hawk with a hide around their
shoulders. She felt the warmth that she knew she would enjoy for many seasons
to come.
A biography and a history of Ely Samuel Parker or Ha-sa-no-an-da, a Seneca
Indian of pure lineage, born in 1828 near Indian Falls, town of Pembroke,
Genesee County, New York. His father was Jo-no-es-sto-wa, Dragon Fly,
otherwise known as William Parker, a Tonawanda Seneca Chief, and Elizabeth.
Ely married 17 Dec 1867 Minnie Sackett in Washington, D.C. He died in 1895.
Includes a history of his ancestors.
Among a band of brothers, nothing is so despised as a spy.Ruadri Skaraven lives
two lives. In one he serves as the healer of his clan, trusted like no other with
their well-being. But in the other he serves the enigmatic druids because,
secretly, he is also druid-kind. Though he's lived with the shame for years, it is
only when another healer sees into his heart that his two lives collide.Emeline
McAra doesn't know who she is anymore. Though at first she tenderly nursed her
fellow captives, a new violent anger grows deep in her soul. Nor can escape her
overwhelming desire for the clan's enormous shaman. It baffles her because the
one thing she has always known is that no man would ever truly want her.But
while the two healers struggle to find their way, the McAra clan lays claim to her
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and Ruadri's chieftain must turn her over or risk war.
WELCOME AGAIN TO THE MANY WORLDS OF HONOR Lady Dame Honor
Harrington¾starship captain, admiral, Steadholder, and Duchess¾has spent
decades defending the Star Kingdom of Manticore against all comers. Along the
way, she has become the legend known as "the Salamander" from her habit of
always being where the fire is hottest . . . and also a national bestseller (Ashes of
Victory: #7, The Wall Street Journal). But it's a big universe, and Honor's actions
affect a lot of lives, not all of them human. And their actions affect her¾a lesson
"Ms. Midshipwoman Harrington" learns years before rising to command rank
when a desperate battle against "pirates" who aren't quite what they seem begins
her brilliant career. Closer to home, in "Changer of Worlds," a secret that the
alien treecats have kept from their human friends for hundreds of years is about
to come out . . . and completely change the relationship between the two species
forever. Meanwhile, Eric Flint weighs in with "From the Highlands." Honor can't
be everywhere, so when the People's Republic of Haven tries to stage a political
assassination on Earth, Anton Zilwicki¾husband of one of the Star Kingdom's
most revered military martyrs, and father of a young woman who is clearly a chip
off the old block¾steps into the breach . . . and takes the opportunity to settle
some old scores along the way. And finally, Esther McQueen and Oscar SaintPage 4/26
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Just square off for their final confrontation in Noveau Paris in "Nightfall." At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).

“Gordon follows these familiar cues with an obvious passion for the genre and a
skill at setting vivid scenes. He invests Akron, Emerald and the rest of the
characters with impressive amounts of life, and he describes battles with a finetuned attention to detail.”
“The book offers an interesting twist on the fantasy formula, and fans of the
grittier takes on the genre are sure to find something to appreciate here.”
—Blue Ink Reviews
Three Stars (out of Five)
“In a mythical kingdom, passionate love between a young man and a female
dragon transcends the ordinary romantic fling. Enter an incredible fantasy that
defies even magic in Alex Gordon’s Emerald, a story that takes place in a
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medieval-style realm teetering on the brink of disaster after an exhausting war.”
“His passionate characters reflect stamina and strength. Emerald will delight fans
of mystical kingdoms where fantastical creatures take on distinctive personalities,
lending a unique voice to the narrative.”
—Clarion Reviews
One thousand years ago, one million human and dragon are camped in what is
known as the valley of tears. They woke one morning there loved turned to hate
and left for battle with wife child and mother pleading from them to stop fighting
and marching with sword axe in hand. One thousand years after a young man a
vagabond is laying about in the world somewhere resting form a fruitless search.
The young man is wounded where in the world he needs to travel to find his
friend a dragon so his search can end and he can go home.
The young man carries the hopes and dreams of every human and dragon on his
shoulders.
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All five books in one volume: This fantasy epic about sentient prehistoric wild cats
is “powerful, moving, and memorable” (Booklist, starred review). In this
adventurous series by a PEN Award–winnning author, Ratha belongs to the
Named, a clan of intelligent prehistoric cats who roam a primal landscape and
battle for their lives against the savage enemies that stalk the territory. Ratha’s
Creature: Young Ratha is a herder, not a hunter. But when she’s exiled from her
clan after mastering the power of fire, she must survive the unforgiving wild with
only her blazing “creature” to aid her. Clan Ground: Ratha’s ability to control fire
could help her clan grow stronger and even dominant—or wreak havoc from
within. Now, she must choose the correct path to prosperity, or the Named will
surely be doomed. Ratha and Thistle-Chaser: When Ratha clashes with a cat
who guards an ocean and its creatures, the two discover a common bond—and
unite against a demonic enemy. Ratha’s Challenge: The Named encounter
another tribe, and Ratha is torn between friendship and conquest. But her
daughter may hold the solution—if she and Ratha can overcome their dark past.
Ratha’s Courage: When Ratha’s clan shares the power of fire with another tribe,
a disastrous blaze ignites a clash between them, and it’s up to Ratha to end the
carnage.
This is the fourth story in the Windham Werewolves series. This is not a
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standalone story. The Windham pack has survived the attack from a hunting
clan, but now they must find a new place to live. Trouble, however, still plans to
follow them to their next destination. Cyn must also make a decision that will
change her life forever. 1: The Hunter's Moon 2: The Hunter's Alpha 3: The
Hunter's Pack 4: The Hunter's Clan 5: The Hunter's Mate
STONEFIRE DRAGONS BOOK 2 On her first visit to Clan Stonefire, Department of Dragon
Affairs inspector Evie Marshall has an ulterior motive--she needs to seduce its clan leader. If
she can't seduce him and become his mate, the dragon hunters will kill her. Of course, Evie
doesn't know the first thing about seducing a man, let alone a dragon-shifter, but with her life
on the line, she's going to have to become a fast learner or die trying. Bram Moore-Llewellyn
has a track record of scaring off DDA inspectors, but when the latest inspector shows up
wearing tight clothes and a sexy smile, his inner dragon takes notice. While battling his
attraction to the human, he soon finds himself with an impossible choice: he can either break
the law to mate the female and risk a backlash from both the dragon hunters and the British
government, or he can turn her away and let her die at the hands of the hunters. Keywords:
dragons, dragon-shifter, dragon romance, alpha male, strong heroine, suspense, British hero,
tattooed hero, shapeshifter, Stonefire Dragons, BBW, curvy heroine, shifter romance
Ratha, the female leader of the sentient prehistoric cat clan called the Named, continues her
story in this new novel. In Ratha's Courage, the Named attempt to share the gift of fire with the
mammoth-hunting clan introduced in Ratha's Challenge. The contrasting values of two very
different cultures lead to misunderstanding, tragedy, and war. Ratha learns that reaching out to
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others, especially when the chasm is so wide, takes true courage. With rich sensory
description, well-developed characters, and intense conflict, both internal and external, this
new novel returns to the strengths of the first book in the series, Ratha's Creature. The story
envelops the reader in the mind of a big cat, looking out through her eyes while discovering her
world.
A stunning and suspenseful new landscape emerges in the thrilling Dark-Hunter world—a world
where nothing will ever be the same again. . . Fang Kattalakis isn't just a wolf. He is the brother
of two of the most powerful members of the Omegrion: the ruling council that enforces the laws
of the Were-Hunters. And when war erupts among the lycanthropes, sides must be chosen.
Enemies are forced into shaky alliances. And when the woman Fang loves is accused of
betraying her people, her only hope is that Fang believes in her. Yet in order to save her, Fang
must break the law of his people and the faith of his brothers. That breech could very well spell
the end of both their races and change their world forever. The war is on and time is running
out...
This enhanced eBook includes: • Eight never-before-seen video interviews with Jean M. Auel
where she discusses The Clan of the Cave Bear and the Earth’s Children® series: “You Must
Be Able to Change in Order to Survive,” “Jondalar and Ayla,” “On Language," “Cro-Magnons
and Neanderthals: The Crossbreeding Question,” “On Research (and Glaciers),” “The
Domestication of Horses and Wolves,” “The Painted Caves,” and “What Is It Like Finishing a
Series?” • An excerpt from The Land of Painted Caves • An Earth’s Children® series sampler
• A text Q&A with Jean M. Auel • The full text of the novel This novel of awesome beauty and
power is a moving saga about people, relationships, and the boundaries of love. Nominated as
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one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Through Jean M.
Auel’s magnificent storytelling we are taken back to the dawn of modern humans, and with a
girl named Ayla we are swept up in the harsh and beautiful Ice Age world they shared with the
ones who called themselves The Clan of the Cave Bear. A natural disaster leaves the young
girl wandering alone in an unfamiliar and dangerous land until she is found by a woman of the
Clan, people very different from her own kind. To them, blond, blue-eyed Ayla looks peculiar
and ugly—she is one of the Others, those who have moved into their ancient homeland; but Iza
cannot leave the girl to die and takes her with them. Iza and Creb, the old Mog-ur, grow to love
her, and as Ayla learns the ways of the Clan and Iza’s way of healing, most come to accept
her. But the brutal and proud youth who is destined to become their next leader sees her
differences as a threat to his authority. He develops a deep and abiding hatred for the strange
girl of the Others who lives in their midst, and is determined to get his revenge.
New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Larissa Ione sets the night on fire with a
thrilling new novel of irresistible hungers and immortal enemies in a world as sensual and dark
as her Demonica series… THE FUTURE OF HIS TRIBE Leader of the vampire clan
MoonBound, Hunter will do what he must to save his people from extinction—or worse, a
torturous eternity as vampire slaves and subjects of human experimentation. To keep his
enemies at bay, he has agreed to mate a rival clan leader’s daughter in return for peace
between the clans and an ally in the looming war with the humans. THE LOVER OF HIS SOUL
But survival comes at a price. First, Hunter must break an ancient curse by successfully
negotiating three deadly tests. Then he must resist the searing passions of the gorgeous
vampire warrior he despises but is bound to mate. Will Hunter stay true to his word? Or will he
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risk everything for the woman he really loves: the vampire seductress’s identical twin sister?
This is the final story in the Windham Werewolves series. This is not a standalone story.
There's no turning back from the decisions members of the Windham pack have made in the
previous episode, and now Cyn must face the people who will be most affected by her decision
to become Kaden's mate.
An anthology of new, original stories by bestselling science fiction authors, inspired by science
fiction great Frederik Pohl It isn't easy to get a group of bestselling SF authors to write new
stories for an anthology, but that's what Elizabeth Anne Hull has done in this powerhouse
book. With original, captivating tales by Greg Bear, Gregory Benford, Ben Bova, David Brin,
Cory Doctorow, Neil Gaiman, Joe Haldeman, Harry Harrison, Larry Niven, Vernor Vinge, Gene
Wolfe, and others, Gateways is a SF event that will be a must-buy for SF readers of all tastes,
from the traditional to the cutting edge; from the darkly serious to the laugh-out-loud funny.
Each author has written a story that he or she feels reflects the effect Pohl has had on the
field—in the style of writing, the narrative tone, or the subject matter. It says a lot about Pohl's
career that the authors represented here themselves span many decades and styles, from the
experimental SF of British SF author Brian W. Aldiss to the over-the-top humor of Harry
Harrison and Mike Resnick, from the darkly powerful drama of Hollywood screenwriter Frank
Robinson to the satiric pungency of multiple Hugo Award-winner Vernor Vinge. Every story
here is uniquely nuanced; all of them as entertaining and thought provoking as Pohl's fiction. In
a career dating back to 1939, Pohl has won all the awards science fiction has to offer: Hugos,
Nebulas, the SFWA Grand Master Award. Having written more than two million words of fiction
and edited the groundbreaking Star anthologies and Hugo Award-winning magazines and
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books, Pohl is an SF icon. This anthology of brilliant, entertaining SF stories is a testament to
his stature in the field. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
This bundle contains the first three books of the Hunter Elite Series. Hunting The Past: Arienna
Austin is a girl on a mission. Her family was murdered by vampires five years ago and she has
trained long and hard to become a hunter. She finally encounters the nest of bloodsuckers who
ruined her life and she intends to exact her revenge on them all. In a horrible twist of fate, she
becomes one of the very creatures she’s been stalking and her entire world is turned upside
down. If the hunters who took her in and trained her learn what she has turned into, she will
become their next target. A chance encounter with a sexy Scottish hunter changes everything.
Connor McAllister is more than he seems. He is a shapeshifter who works for a secret
organisation known as the Hunter Elite. Ari is exactly the sort of creature the team needs on
their side. That is if the supernatural monster killers allow her to live. She must prove she isn’t
a danger to humans, or she suspects that she won’t leave their compound alive. Hunting The
Truth: Ari has a choice to make that could change everything between herself and her ghostly
best friend. She must decide whether to tell Jonah about his past, or to let him remain clueless
about how he’d come to be haunting the Hunter Elite’s mansion. She can’t predict if the
knowledge will set him free, or if it will have dire consequences. When the team visits Spencer
Von Hades’ mansion, Ari senses something is very wrong from the moment she steps inside
the mysterious house. While none of her friends see anything strange, she knows it is
dangerous and potentially deadly. A creepy butler lurks within the halls and he is just as
strange as the house itself. When vampires attack several families in one town, Ari and Connor
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are sent to assist Jake Everett and his hunters to track them down. Bloodsuckers are
increasing in numbers and seem to be coordinating with each other. It is unheard of for the
undead to congregate and they suspect something terrible is brewing in the supernatural
underworld. They need to find out more so they can stop their diabolical plans. Hunting A
Master: In order to learn more about their adversary, Ari joins Spencer on a secret mission to
question a master vampire. Their hope is that the bloodsucker will be able to give them some
insights into Morgwen’s plans. It won’t be easy to extract the information from their ancient
captive, but Von Hades is determined to get the answers they need. He will use Ari as his tool
to achieve his ends no matter the cost to her. When the Hunter Elite are sent on their next
mission, they encounter a nest of monsters that have never existed before. More and more
new creatures are cropping up, but they don’t know where they are coming from, or how to
stop the influx. A disturbing pattern is emerging, but they don’t have all the pieces to solve this
puzzle yet. Even with the chaos that is looming over the horizon, Ari knows she won’t face it
alone. Her bond with Connor has deepened beyond either of their expectations, but it comes
with risks. If word about their forbidden relationship spreads throughout the supernatural
community, it could result in dangerous repercussions for them both.

[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, werewolves,
HEA] Sawyer McLeod lost his family and his entire Guild, except his twin, seven years
ago. Now almost twenty-one, he is coming to the age to receive his abilities as a Mage.
Unfortunately there are others who will stop at nothing to see the brothers don’t survive
that long. When Jake Hunter, Kayan for a Clan of Wolf Shifters living in Australia, finally
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finds his true-mate, he doesn’t expect it to be in the midst of a brutal attack. Through
omissions of truth, misunderstandings, and fear, Jake struggles to prove to Sawyer that
he can trust him. When Sawyer is finally willing to give Jake a chance, a ghost from the
past returns to destroy everything they have built together. Will they be able to
overcome the foe long thought gone, or will it be the end for the Kayan’s Mage? ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
ForeWord Review's BOOK OF THE YEAR for Historical Fiction (2009) Noah built an
ark, but this story has never been told! Noah's wife is Na'amah, a brilliant young girl
with a form of autism (now) known as Aspergers. Na'amah wishes only to be a
shepherdess on her beloved hills in ancient Turkey--a desire shattered by the hatred of
her powerful brother, the love of two men, and a disaster that threatens her world.
Over 2,000 pages of werewolf adventures in one spot! I'm Wolf Young --- Wolfie to my
friends. But this box set isn't about me. It's about three strong women I've had the
luxury to know. They kick ass and take names. Bake cupcakes and build packs. Their
world is full of swords and secret government bases. Malicious fathers and found
families. And, yeah, I hang out on the periphery. It's a pretty good place to be. I asked
my personal scribe to jot down their stories, and the result is an impressive
assemblage. Ten novels. Two novellas. Enough short stories to keep an entire wolf
pack busy around the campfire. A few of those tales are about me, but that's not the
point. The point is the bold, beautiful women who fight, sleuth, and fall in love on these
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pages. Why not grab yourself a copy and become part of our pack? Contains: The
(More Than Complete) Bloodling Serial (Bloodling Wolf, Paradigm Shift, In Deep Shift,
Two Scents' Worth, Feint of Heart, and Hair Apparent), Shiftless, Pool Party,
Scapegoat, Pack Princess, Character List, Alpha Ascendant, Bloodling Song, Tough as
Nails, Half Wolf, Dark Wolf Adrift, Lone Wolf Dawn, Wolf Landing, Yule Moon (Polar
Bear Challenge, Out of the Closet, Hunting Christmas, Joining Up, and Potatoes and
Gravy), First Blood, Huntress Born, Huntress Bound, Sebastien's Favorite Cookies,
Rogue Huntress, Macaroni Dreams, In the Kitchen with Werewolves, and Huntress
Unleashed.
I had a dream one night. In my dream an old man in skins and leather was drinking tea
and sitting beside a fire. He told me this story. His name was Kazak and this is part of
what he told me. He was a simple man who had a great love in his life. He touched
many people in his journey through life and learned many things. Oh, and he lived over
32,000 years ago. This is a Love story set in the beginning of man's rise to domination.
Kazak is a special man with a love that makes his life worthwhile. A group of people
started stealing the lives and stores of whole villages. Taking everything and leaving
only fear, Kazak must protect his people and his woman. He does this with new friends
and by watching others and Learning from what he sees. Will he be able to bring
different people together and defeat the Raiders of lives and the slaves? Will he be able
to save the love of his life and the people who follow him? How does he endear himself
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to others as a friend?
Hunter Clan, Volume 2 [His Silent Mate: Jordan's Purrfect Mate] (Siren Publishing
Classic Manlove)Siren Pub Incorporated
His Silent Mate [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,
werewolves, sex toys, HEA] Jayden McLeod is used to betrayal. After years spent at
the hands of an enemy and unable to speak after his own brother was forced to
suppress his voice, he struggles to connect with the people around him. Particularly his
mate. As a Wolf-Shifter/Spirit Mage hybrid, Rhys Scott is used to hiding who he really
is. When Rhys learns what the Spirit element has done to his mate, he is hesitant to
reveal his true self to Jayden. Like all secrets, though, the truth is revealed, and Rhy
must prove to his mate that he is worth a second chance. Things become more
dangerous when the Clan discovers Potestas is closer than they thought, and are no
longer playing by the rules. With new allies and unknown enemies, the pair must learn
to trust one another and accept themselves if they stand a chance of surviving. **
Jordan's Purrfect Mate [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romance, M/M, werewolves, shape-shifters, HEA] Colton Rivers was born in captivity.
Living within the walls of Potestas, he has lived with a terrible guilt for years, and after
what is left of his family turns against him, he turns to the only safe harbour he knows,
technology. Jordan Foster has watched the people he cares most about find their
mates, wondering when it would be his chance. So imagine his shock when he
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discovers his mate is none other than the arrogant little smartarse who has been
causing him a world of trouble in their online war against Potestas. Now, two opposing
sides with the same goal, to take down Potestas once and for all, must come together,
not just for their sake, but for the paranormal community. Can Jordan see past the
attitude and snark, to the vulnerable mate beneath? And can Colton trust that Jordan
won't abandon him like everyone else has? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
This set contains the first three books in the Stonefire Dragons series: Sacrificed to the
Dragon Seducing the Dragon Revealing the Dragons
The second novel in a hot new urban fantasy series that reviewers are describing as
"Packed full of action, emotion, and powerful writing!" Fen is a half-werewolf who's lost
her pack. Now she's struggling to find a place for herself in the human world...even
though she's far from keen on her two-legger heritage. When her father's funeral
pushes her to mend familial bridges, Fen stumbles into a simple small town that's
surprisingly full of complicated danger. A stalker, a bomb threat, and a rogue shifter
keep her hopping, yet Fen's greatest struggle lies within her own heart. Will she be able
to come to terms with past parental abandonment in time to preserve her dreams of
someday finding a place to belong...and can she do so without risking her mother's life?
USA Today bestselling author Aimee Easterling's Alpha Underground trilogy begins
with Half Wolf, continues with Lone Wolf Dawn, and concludes with Wolf Landing
(coming fall 2016).
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????? "Definitely a must read!" ????? "Well written and filled with twists. Very good!" ????? A
wolf shifter fighting her heart's desire... Abby Kenyon belongs to Quentin Walker heart, body,
and soul. But she's a wolf shifter from the pure Black Mesa Wolves Pack, and he's one big
brute of a bear shifter from the mixed Silvertip Shifters clan. She can't have a bear as a mate.
Or can she? A bear shifter determined to claim his mate... Quentin Walker knows down to his
bones that Abby is his mate. But she's never seen a mated wolf/bear pair and is certain it can't
work. The autumn full moon mating run is Quentin's last chance to prove that only he can win
the hunt for his mate's heart... To the reader: This FREE story is filled with heart-pounding
romance, page-turning adventure, and some awesome hawt times. If you love big ole grizzly
bear shifters who have a soft spot for their fated mates, the charming and funny details of a
shifter-filled small town, and the beautiful power of true love to always save the day, this book
is for you. Silvertip Shifters Hunter's Moon: Quentin Mountain Bear's Baby: Shane Taming Her
Bear: Beckett Rescue Bear: Cortez Ranger Bear: Riley Firefighter Bear: Slade Superstar Bear:
Bodhi Christmas Night Bear: Wyatt Keywords: FREE book, FREE read, FREE series starter,
bear shifter, wolf shifter, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, pnr, shapeshifter,
paranormal romance books for adults, new adult romance, clan, pack, series, small town, hot
romance, fantasy, fantasy romance, steamy romance, contemporary romance, hot shifter
romance, shifter romance series, instalove, werebear, shifter conflicts, urban fantasy, alpha
male, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, thrilling, great chemistry
After the sharp-eyed jay and the roaring lion, peace will come. . . . Four warrior Clans have
shared the land around the lake as equals for many moons. But a prophecy foretells that three
ThunderClan cats will hold the power of the stars in their paws. In the midst of a cruel season
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that threatens the lives of all four warrior Clans, bonds will be forged, promises made, and
three young cats will start to unravel the secrets that bind them together. Delve deeper in to the
world of Warriors with the first three books in Erin Hunter’s bestselling “Omen of the Stars”
series—Warriors: Omen of the Stars #1: The Fourth Apprentice, Warriors: Omen of the Stars
#2: Fading Echoes, and Warriors: Omen of the Stars #3: Night Whispers. In addition, this
collection includes bonus materials like territory maps, character and Clan highlights, sneak
peeks at other Warriors books, and a new short story from Erin Hunter.
Visionary Fiction. Second edition. This is the continuing story of Morgana’s spiritual journey.
After the Mirii’s Communion Ceremony, Morgana is changed by her experience of crossing
into the Forbidden — an advanced level of awareness that all Mirii shun because of the Dark
Azerii. With the aid of her companions Elas, Rejat and Drek'h, and an unsettling decision by
the Mirii High Council, she remains with the Mirii, joining Zerren’s Gate Hold. But when one of
the Mirii’s small holdings is suddenly and brutally destroyed, Morgana’s unexpected healing
abilities rapidly appear, putting her and the Mirii in fear of her awakening mythical powers.
Bundled for the first time. Three red-hot reverse harem shifter romances. With a few intriguing
twists. Alice's Alphas A poor route choice strands Alice - lost, hungry, and scared - next to Lon
Chaney's cabin the Sierra Nevada Mountains. When Jed melts out of the shadowed darkness,
she adds him to her list of problems. At first, she declines his offer of help, but he keeps talking
until she ends up inside a cozy log cabin in front of a roaring fire. His skilled hands and a shot
of whiskey heat her blood to molten, and her carefully tended world explodes into desperate
hunger. Megan's Mates After witnessing what might have been a murder, Megan is frantic to
escape the Garden of Eden cult, so she catches the night train north out of town. Her lifetime
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commitment to the cult may be a death sentence, but she's not sticking around to let them
frame her. Wolf shifters, Les and Karl, eke out a primitive existence on the flanks of the
Canadian Rockies. Between hunters who want to kill them and a wildfire raging out of control,
they're glad when Jed, their clan leader, shows up. And even more delighted when they see
who's in his car. Sophie's Shifters The winds of change are blowing as shifters gather in the
Sierra Nevada Mountains for a war powwow. Tempers run high as they argue their next move.
An unexpected attack forces their hand, and Blake, alpha for the coyote clan, fights alongside
his brothers. He's grimly pleased when every single one of their enemies is finally dead, the
bodies chucked into glacial crevasses. Sophie Laughing Wolf tracked her hated brother into
the mountains. Gifted with foreseeing, she wants to make certain he ends up just as dead as
he was in her vision. When the large group of men he's with are set upon by shifters, mythical
dual-natured beings who can take animal forms, she hides, calling on earth power to shield
her.
This book is a collection of illustrated tales from the primitive past, today’s tumultuous times,
and the fantastic future. The tales include adventure, romance, challenge, conquest, mystery,
horror, and intrigue. The characters include ambitious cavemen, people caught up in today’s
complex times, scheming businessmen, the future’s evolved humans, and astonishing
extraterrestrials.
Kibwe and Imani lead the first clan of vampires - the Vim-Pyr - on a journey from the Congo to
Africa's West coast, North to the Mediterranian Sea and East to Egypt. Follow them and their
tribe - the Baska - as they discover what they have become and start the legends of the
Vampires.The history of the first vampires and their journey around Africa to settle in Egypt,
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along the mighty Nile.
THE CLAIMED Victoria Johnson loves her life. She's her own boss in a quaint beachside town,
and has great friends who keep her grounded. If only they knew who she really is: an heiress
to an ancient race who possesses astonishing superhuman powers. It's Victoria's duty to
restore her clan of Light Hunters to their former glory by choosing the perfect mate. In
Christopher Sombrosa, she just may have found him. Strong, smart, and successful,
Christopher exudes a powerful energy. Their connection is sensual, irresistible-and forbidden.
A member of the Shadow Hunter clan, Christopher has defied his own father to lead his people
away from affliction and violence. Yet he cannot ignore his duty to carry on his ancient
bloodline. Stunningly beautiful and brimming with an erotic life force, Victoria is everything
Christopher ever hoped for in a mate . . . but as a Light Hunter, she's his mortal enemy.
Together, they could unite their warring tribes. But murderous factions on both sides don't want
peace-and they'll stop at nothing to keep light and darkness apart forever . . . 80000 words
NANCY GIDEON RETURNS TO HER STEAMY NEW ORLEANS PRETERNATURAL WORLD
WITH AN IRRESISTIBLE NEW SHAPE-SHIFTER ROMANCE. The secrets he knows about
her could get him killed. Transferring to the New Orleans Police Department, Detective Silas
MacCreedy has a hidden agenda: to secure his clan’s place once again in the Shifter
hierarchy. What he didn’t count on was stumbling upon a sexy assassin who could shred his
best intentions and lead him into a dangerous dance that threatens to engage his heart. But
the ones he doesn’t know . . . Monica Fraser knows just how to make a man beg—for his life.
But she has no clue how to fight her attraction to the fiercely intense detective who seems
determined to get in her way, both professionally and intimately. . . . could kill them both. When
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emotional attachments to the past and an unexpected glimpse of a different future have her
questioning her deadly purpose, Nica must discover the truth about her secret abilities in order
to free herself from the forces that control her. But that freedom comes with a price—trusting
those she’s been ordered to eliminate.

Mating Fever Morgan Clan Bears, Book 3 Gunnar Morgan found his mate a year
ago, but he refuses to claim her until she is healed in body and mind. With mating
season upon them, he will ignore his natural instinct to mate, choosing to build on
the friendship they’d found when she came to the clan a broken female. Anna
Claire knew the male was her mate the moment she laid eyes on him. The
youngest Morgan brother had taken her under his wing and provided for her
during the previous year while she healed from her injuries, making a safe place
in his den for their winter hibernation. As they awake for the spring, hunters from
an underground hate group make themselves known. The clan must come
together to stop them before someone is killed. When their lands go under attack,
Gunnar will stop at nothing to keep his mate and family safe…even if that means
sacrificing himself for his unborn cub.
From the PEN Award–winning author: The Named series continues as the
prehistoric tribe of sentient cats confronts a rival tribe of feline hunters. Twentyfive million years in the past, a clan of sentient, prehistoric big cats called “the
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Named” have their own language, traditions, and law. Ratha, a female Named,
has brought fire to the clan and serves as their leader. In RATHA'S
CHALLENGE, Ratha faces a separate clan of hunter cats, entranced by the
telepathic song of their leader, True-of-voice. When that clan's future becomes
entwined with that of the Named, Ratha faces the difficult task of deciding
everyone's fate. Her daughter, Thistle-Chaser, is her only hope for guidance in
making the right decision, but Thistle-Chaser is plagued by nightmares of the
"Dreambiter," a distant half-memory that threatens to tear apart her mind. Author
Clare Bell crafts a serious adventure and coming-of-age story, filled with triumph
and heartbreak. RATHA’S CHALLENGE, the Fourth Book of the Named in the
series, finds Ratha struggling to gain the maturity needed to be both a leader and
a mother. This story of large, noble cats is a larger story, indeed.
For the shifters working at Grizzly Bodyguards & Security, every day is life and
death.When a rogue werewolf shifter slit her best friend's throat and left her to die
in a dumpster, Alison Miller vowed to hate shifters for the rest of her life.
Heartbroken and grieving, Alison needs a fresh start. What she never expected,
however, was to run into the gorgeous and quiet Hunter Cross. Strong, stoic, and
sexy as hell, Hunter is the perfect distraction-almost too perfect. He's hiding
something big, something deadly, and it makes her nervous. When she gets
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word that her controlling cage fighter of an ex-boyfriend is on the loose and
headed her way, she realizes her old life may just catch up with her after all.For
three years, Hunter Cross has used his skills as a dragon shifter to protect the
wealthy elite keeping Grizzly Bodyguards and Security afloat. At heart, though,
he's a drifter, and he's had just about enough of Jackson, Wyoming. As the
alpha's only son in the Death Valley dragon clan, he was expected to be as cruel
and merciless as his family. Hunter barely escaped with his life, and he's been
running ever since. But a lonely dragon is a dead dragon, and he's running out of
time... until a curvy blonde catches his eye. Right then and there, Hunter's
dragon chooses her as his mate. The only problem: she hates shifters.When his
father's clan finds him, Hunter realizes they won't take "no" for an answer. He's
given an ultimatum: go home with them and be the alpha he was bred to be, or
they'll burn everything he has-including the woman he loves-to ashes.Content
Warning: This is a dragon shifter romance. It contains smoking hot shifters, lipbitingly delicious love scenes, naughty language, and a dash of violence to spice
things up. Intended for mature audiences.This novel has an HEA, with NO
cliffhanger.
This novel of awesome beauty and power is a moving saga about people,
relationships, and the boundaries of love. Nominated as one of America’s bestPage 24/26
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loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Through Jean M. Auel’s
magnificent storytelling we are taken back to the dawn of modern humans, and
with a girl named Ayla we are swept up in the harsh and beautiful Ice Age world
they shared with the ones who called themselves The Clan of the Cave Bear. A
natural disaster leaves the young girl wandering alone in an unfamiliar and
dangerous land until she is found by a woman of the Clan, people very different
from her own kind. To them, blond, blue-eyed Ayla looks peculiar and ugly—she is
one of the Others, those who have moved into their ancient homeland; but Iza
cannot leave the girl to die and takes her with them. Iza and Creb, the old Mogur, grow to love her, and as Ayla learns the ways of the Clan and Iza’s way of
healing, most come to accept her. But the brutal and proud youth who is destined
to become their next leader sees her differences as a threat to his authority. He
develops a deep and abiding hatred for the strange girl of the Others who lives in
their midst, and is determined to get his revenge. This eBook includes the full text
of the novel plus the following additional content: • An Earth’s Children® series
sampler including free chapters from the other books in Jean M. Auel’s
bestselling series • A Q&A with the author about the Earth’s Children® series
With winter beating down on Akron and his company, they take shelter at his
home in the veterans valley. Akron soon realizes that there may not be enough
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food to last the winter. To make it worse, his lack of battle knowledge may have
accidently led himself and his company into a trap with no escape. Akron must
make a choicestay and starve or brave the winter and have that kill him? Little
does Akron know that King Jamess border guards are close, hunting Gowan, the
only dragon that stands in the way of King Jamess horrific plan. The weight of
Emeralds oath is taking its toll. She must guide Akron to the family she swore the
oath to. Can a dragon, a beast, fall in love with a human? If so, why?
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